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IMPORTANT NOTICE ABOUT MULTIPLE ACCOUNT 
REGISTRATION 

(RESTRICTIONS AND PENALTIES)	

ＴＣＣ, Trade Coin Club provides services to consumers according to the 
Belize law. Therefore all TCC rules are bound by Belize law. Users must 
comply to these rules and regulaPons.
As user, you are only allowed 1 new account per person (with no 
excepPon).  
It is prohibited by law to have mulEple accounts per person and if it is 
discovered, you will be faced with a frozen account and the loss of your 
investment and will be permanently banned from ever joining TCC. 
ALer this has happened, you will be noEfied by email and you have to 
prove that your were not having more than one account! 
DO NOT TRY THIS! The consequences are very serious and people have 
been banned from the system already! 
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1.ＴＣＣ – Registration instructions	
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1.ＴＣＣ – Registration instructions　１／3	

Select your preferred language	

Type your sponsor’s ID here	

Select your country	

Type your name here	

Create your login name	

Type your email address	

Your sponsor will send you his/her 
URL, or click the signup button on 

the homepage.	
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1.ＴＣＣ – Registration instructions　２／3	
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Re-type your email	

Choose your gender	

Type your date of birth	

Create your password	

終了後にクリック	

Type your phone number	

Type your email	

In some cases, you will see a “Passport or ID” box, in that case, please type your passport or 
drivers’ license number. Read page 8 for details.	
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1.ＴＣＣ – Registration instructions 　３／３	 VERY IMPORTANT!!!	

①　Password After you created a 
password, Click here to accept the 
terms stated in the contract	

②　After signature, click on I　ACCEPT	

③　After filling everything up, click SAVE	

YOU HAVE TO CLICK “I ACCEPT” TO 
COMPLETE THE REGISTRATION	 

ALer clicking “SAVE” you will receive an email confirmaEon  
for you to check your ID and PASSWORD	
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NOTICE FOR NEW REGISTRATIONS	

Make sure when you register, that you provide either Drivers’ license or 
Passport number or other valid official ID with number of your country. 
 
If you skip this box at this point, your acPvaPon will be significantly delayed! 
You will need to contact the company personally and have it be put manually 
by a TCC staff member.

AZer complePon of registraPon you will need to upload a picture of you 
holding your ID document (Driver’s license, Passport, etc.) through back office 
in order to acPvate your account.

Please do not skip this process to ensure a uneven\ul registraPon process.	



２　Dashboard features	
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①	 ③	 ④	 ⑤	 ⑥	 ⑦	 ⑧	 ⑨	

①　Overview page of your investment	 ⑥　Overview of your infor-
maPon, register your BTC wallet	 ⑪　Trade commissions	 ⑯　Your trader rank	 ㉑　Cycle counter03	

②　Overview of your network and 
downline ⑦　Select your language	 ⑫　Trade investment	 ⑰　Days or trader remaining	 ㉒　To select your trading risk level 

for the week. (to me done every 
Monday!)	③　Overview of past investment and 

search for hash, withdraw BTC	
⑧　Contact TCC e-mail address ⑬　Wallet funds	 ⑱　Total trading profit	

④　Purchase BTC plans for TCC	 ⑨　Sign up new people	
⑭　Total profits from commission 
and trade	

⑲　Cycle counter 01	

⑤　Downloads: manuals, promoPon 
videos, etc. (in mulPple languages)	 ⑩　Commission by referral	 ⑮　Reinvestment bonus indicator	 ⑳　Cycle counter02	

⑩	 ⑪	 ⑫	 ⑬	 ⑭	

⑰	

⑳	⑲	

㉒	

②	

⑮	 ⑯	

⑱	

㉑	



My NETWORK from here, you can search anyone on your team	
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QUALIFICATION PLAN	
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TCC Presentation slide shows available in many languages	

TCC Slide presentation in English available for download	
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３　Ｐａｃｋａｇｅ purchasing instructions	
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Please follow the instrucEons for registraEon. 
CAUTION：YOU NEED TO PURCHASE YOUR ＰＡＣＫＡＧＥ BEFORE UPLOADING YOUR ID. 	

Purchase ＰＡＣＫＡＧＥ	

UPLOAD YOUR ID	

REGISTER YOUR ＢＴＣ ＷＡＬＬＥＴ	

RegistraEon Sequence	



CLICK ON ＰＬＡＮ 
And then click on ＢＵＹ	

３　Ｐａｃｋａｇｅ purchasing instructions　１／６	
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① Type the amount you will invest  + 
0.05 BTC registraEon fee. (minimum 
amount is 0.03 BTC)  
 
Example：If you wish to invest ５ＢＴＣ 
You need to type →５．０５ BTC 

②ALer having typed the amount, click on ＧＥＮＥＲＡＴＥ  ＨＡＳＨ 

３　Ｐａｃｋａｇｅ purchasing instructions 　２／６	
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Once amount is confirmed, click ＧＥＮＥＲＡＴＥ ＨＡＳＨ again. 

３　Ｐａｃｋａｇｅ purchasing instructions 　３／６	
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① Here you find the hash you need to send your  
Bitcoins to. From your wallet to this address. ②Please click on the confirm payment bucon, aLer 

having checked the amount is correct.  

The Bitcoins must be sent within ４８hours. Otherwise the registraEon 
will automaEcally be cancelled!!! 

３　Ｐａｃｋａｇｅ purchasing instructions 　４／６	
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Use may also scan 
this QR code to 
send the Bitcoins. 

☆	 ☆	



ALer payment confirmaEon click onＤＡＳＨＢＯＡＲＤ to return to the 
Homepage. 

３　Ｐａｃｋａｇｅ purchasing instructions 　５／６	
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ALer a minimum of 10 min. (average 2 hours) it will be reflected on 
your wallet EXCHANGE. 

However depending on traffic in the block chain, it might take up to 
3 days. If you don’t see anything aLer 3 days, please contact 

Customer Support.  
Please consider Belize official holidays, special occasions, etc. 	

３　Ｐａｃｋａｇｅ purchasing instructions 　６／６	
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４　ID registration instructions	



　☆IMPORTANT☆ 
UNLESS YOU UPLOAD YOUR ID,  

YOU MAY NOT WITHDRAW YOUR EARNINGS.	

23	

As long as the ID is not upload, you will see 
this warning for ACCOUNT PENDING, and 
you may not request payouts.	
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４　ID registration instructions 　１／７	

Click on My PROFILE	
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４　ID registration instructions 　２／７	

My PROFILEをクリック	My PROFILEをクリック	
①　Enter your address 
②　Send your picture with ID 
③   Enter your BTC wallet 

Unless you perform these 3 steps, you 
won’t be able to withdraw your earnings.	

①	 ②	 ③	
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４　ID registration instructions 　３／７	

Type your full mother’s name	

Choose your nickname	 Type your date of birth	

Select your gender	 select your marital state	

Type your phone number	 Type your Cell phone number	

your name	  your country	

Your E-mail	

your passport or ID number	

The informaEon in the red boxes 
Is already in the system. To change 

them  you need to contact 
Customer Support!	
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４　ID registration instructions 　４／７	

Click on ＡＤＤ ＤＯＣＵＭＥＮＴ	

Take a picture with a valid governmet ID 
(that shows your face). We suggest you ask 

someone to take that photo for you. 
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Ｆｉｌｅ Ｔｙｐｅ means 
 

・If you want to upload Ｐａｓｓｐｏｒｔ    → Select Foreign 
passport 
・ If you want to upload Drivers	License→ Select Foreign  
   registered card 

Upload your photo ID 
When finished, click on SAVE 

４　ID registration instructions 　５／７	



Click on ADD ADDRESS	

Select your country	 your state	 Your Postal code	

Your city	 If relevant, type your neighborhood	

Your address	

House number	 Apartment name and or number	

If you want to upload Ｐａｓｓｐｏｒｔ 　６／７	
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Your phone number	

When finished, click on SAVE CHANGE	

If you want to upload Ｐａｓｓｐｏｒｔ 　７／７	



５　BTC wallet, registration instructions	
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① Choose My PROFILE and click 
on MY PROFILE	

①My PROFILEの中の
　　　MY PROFILEをクリック	

② Select My wallet and type your wallet’s 
address in order to receive BTC.	
IMPORTANT!!! Once you type, you may no 
longer make changes!　 
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６　Withdraw instructions（profit commission reinvestment）	
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Select ＦＩＮＡＮＣＩＡＬＲＥＱＵＥＳＴ and click onＷＩＴＨＤＲＡＷ 
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６　Withdraw instructions 　１／４	



【IMPORTANT】 
 

Unless you upload your ID, you may not withdraw from 
your account!  

（You will automaEcally be redirected to Dashboard） 

35	

６　Withdraw instructions 　２／４	



③ The amount will automaEcally be calculated and 
displayed here. 

【IMPORTANT】 
If you withdraw all your Bitcoins, your account will be closed aLer 48 hours.	
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６　Withdraw instructions 　３／４	

ｚ	

Ｒ	 Ｒ	 Ｒ	
Ｒ	

①	 ②	 ③	
④	

①Each 　　　　　red circle indicates the amount of Bitcoins you may withdraw. 

①	 ②	 ③	 ④	

② Type the amount of BTC you 
wish to withdraw 

④ When ready, click on REQUEST 



① All amounts that you request to withdraw are subject to a 8% 
service fee.  
 
②Type your login password and click on the “Token bucon” (hidden 
in this image) 
 
③ Check your Email for to collect the Token (code) 
 
④ Go back to this page and type your Token 

⑤When finished, click on ＲＥＱＵＥＳＴ 
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６　Withdraw instructions 　４／４	



７　Ｗａｌｌｅｔ Ｆｕｎｄｓ instructions	
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ＷＡＬＬＥＴ Ｆｕｎｄｓ has the following features:

１　Temporarily hold your ＢＴＣ　（FuncPons as a wａｌｌｅｔ） 

２　You may send other users’ ＷＡＬＬＥＴ Ｆｕｎｄｓ your ＢＴＣs （used for 
funds transfers)

７　Ｗａｌｌｅｔ Ｆｕｎｄｓ instructions	
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Temporarily hold your ＢＴＣ　１／４	

Select ＰＬＡＮＳ and click on ＤＥＰＯＳＩＴ ＦＵＮＤＳ 



Temporarily hold your ＢＴＣ　２／４	
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１　ＷＡＬＬＥＴ Ｆｕｎｄｓに預けたい分のＢＴＣを記入 
 
２　 

１　Typer the amount you wish to put on hold in your ＷＡＬＬＥＴ Ｆｕｎｄｓ (A   
      minimum of 0.10 BTC is required) 
 
２　When finished, click on ＧＥＮＥＲＡＴＥ ＨＡＳＨ 
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Temporarily hold your ＢＴＣ　３／４	

This box displays the amount 
received from any other BTC 
wallet.  

The hash will be shown here. 
You need to send your BTC to the 
is address. 

You may use this QR code 
 to send your BTC. 
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Temporarily hold your ＢＴＣ　４／４	

１　 ALer the amount is displayed, click on Confirm Payment. 
 
２　A minimum of 10 min. (someEmes more depending on blockchain’s traffic) it will reflect on your Dashboard Wallet 
Funds. 



You may send other users’ ＷＡＬＬＥＴ Ｆｕｎｄｓ your ＢＴＣs 　１／３

44	

You may use this funcEon to fund new accounts that you sponsor and/or to transfer funds to other TCC members. 
Please see picture below for the instrucEons.  

　Select FINANCIAL and click on PAY HASH 



You may send other users’ ＷＡＬＬＥＴ Ｆｕｎｄｓ your ＢＴＣs 　２／３
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１　Paste the receiver’s Hash in the ＥＮＴＥＲ Ｈａｓｈ box 
 
２　When finished, click on ＳＥＡＲＣＨ ＨＡＳＨ 



You may send other users’ ＷＡＬＬＥＴ Ｆｕｎｄｓ your ＢＴＣs 　３／３

46	

ここにアドレスが表示されております 

①Type the amount of BTC in the ＷＡＬＬＥＴ Ｆｕｎｄｓ box. 
These two amounts are connected. Whatever amount you type on Wallet 
Funds, will be reflected on Total Value. (I.E. if you put 5 BTC in Wallet Funds, 
Total Value will be 5 BTC). 

② When finished, click on PAY. 

Before doing this, make sure you have communicated with the other party. This will avoid unnecessary confusion! 



８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions	
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①Choose My PERSONAL DATA and 
click on My Countersign	

①My PERSONAL 
DATAの中の、My 

Countersignをクリッ
ク	

①My PERSONAL 
DATAの中の、My 

Countersignをクリッ
ク	

②Type your old password 
and then create a new one 

and confirm.	

Ｍｙ Ｃｏｕｎｔｅｒｓｉｇｎ (how to change your password)	

48	

８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　１／１５	



③Once you have finished with the 
Countersign process click on SAVE CHANGES	

④Click on ＴＯＫＥＮ to receive an 
E-mail with your code. Put the 
code in the box and click on 
TOKEN again.	

49	

８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　２／１５	



④ＴＯＫＥＮを押し、
自身が登録したメー

ルを確認し、 
ＴＯＫＥＮ番号を入力	

①ＣＯＭＩＳＳＩＯＮ（Bonus）and 
②ＴＲＡＤＥ（Profit） 
You may reinvest each or both.	

①	 ②	

50	

８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　３／１５	



Example：①ＣＯＭＩＳＳＩＯＮ ０．３８２５BTC and ②ＴＲＡＤＥ ０．３０１５ BTC．= 0.６８４ BTC reinvestment	

①	 ②	
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８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　４／１５	
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８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　５／１５	

Select ＰＬＡＮ and 
Click on ＢＵＹ	



①ＣＯＭＩＳＳＩＯＮ及び
②ＴＲＡＤＥの合計値を 
　 入力


例：今回の場合

　　　　０．６８４を入力
	

①Enter the sum of the ＣＯＭＩＳＳＩ
ＯＮ and ＴＲＡＤＥ 


Example：In this case, enter
　　 ０．６８４ BTC
 
②Click on ＧＥＮＥＲＡＴＥ ＨＡＳＨ	
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８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　６／１５	



Confirm the amount and then click on  
ＧＥＮＥＲＡＴＥ ＨＡＳＨ	

54	

８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　７／１５	
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８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　８／１５	

Hash displayed here	

Right-click to copy the hash 
displayed here.  

☆IMPORTANT☆ 
DO NOT CLICK ON ＣＯＮＦＩＲＭ  
ＰＡＹＭＥＮＴ YET!!! 



Select ＦＩＮＡＮＣＩＡＬ 
 and then click on 

ＰＡＹ ＨＡＳＨ 
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８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　９／１５	



①Paste the HASH you previously 
copied, here. 
 
②Click on ＨＡＳＨ 
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８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　１０／１５	

If successfully pasted, HASH will be displayed here.	



①先ほどコピーしたアドレス 
　  を、貼り付け 
 
②ＨＡＳＨをクリック 

① Type the reinvestment amount of 
BTC for Ｃｏｍｍｉｓｓｉｏｎ and Ｔｒａｄｅ 
 
Example：In this case 
　　Ｃｏｍｉｓｓｉｏｎ：０．３８２５ 
　　Ｔｒａｄｅ　　　  ：０．３０１５ 
　　 

②Make sure the total amount is 
correct. 　 

③Click on ＰＡＹ bucon 
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８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　１１／１５	



①Type your password 

②Leaving the box empty, click on 
ＴＯＫＥＮ to generate the code. 

③Check your E-mail for the TOKEN code, 
copy and then paste it in the box. 
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８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　１２／１５	



Check your E-mail for TOKEN code 
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８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　１３／１５	



ＴＯＫＥＮ番号を入力し、ＰＡＹボタンを押す Paste the ＴＯＫＥＮ code here and click on ＰＡＹ 
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８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　１４／１５	



When the amount is reflected on Wallet Exchange 
(Dashboard) the process is completed. 
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８　Reinvestment of profit and commission instructions 　１５／１５	
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９　Important notes	
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Every Monday you need to select the Trade risk level (choose one 
of 3). 
Use UTC (London Eme) from 0:00 to 24:00 check your Eme zone to 
avoid problems!  
If you miss to do this sepng, the soLware won’t trade for you for 
the whole week! 
 
However, your contract will be extended for the same amount of 
days that you missed. (You won’t be losing trade days) 

	

☆ABOUT ＴＲＡＤＥ ＷＯＲＫ ＯＮ☆	
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10 Transfer form	
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The transfer form is used only if you decide to sell or transfer the account to another person. You may download
 it from the Back Office. You need to send the new owner’s data to TCC in order to finalize the procedure.

10 Transfer form 　１／３	

①　Select ＴＯＯＬＳ and click on  
ＤＯＷＮＬＯＡＤＳ 

②　Find Ｔｒａｎｓｆｅｒ Ｂｕｓｉｎｅｓｓ‐ＴＣＣ‐
English and click on DOWNLOAD	



CondiPons for Exchange of Ownership

１　The assignoris prevented from making new membership in the 
club for a period of 90 days, counPng from the date held.
２　All points accumulated in the binary will be flushed upon transfer　 
３　Affiliates who sign this agreement agree not to communicate or 
contact any members of their downline for a period of one year 
from the date of transfer. Any refusal to comply with this agreement 
will result in the immediate terminaPon of this account and eventual 
adopPon of further measures.

67	

①	 ②	
③	 ④	

⑤	
⑥	 ⑦	 ⑧	

⑨	 ⑩	

⑪	 ⑫	
⑬	 ⑭	

⑮	
⑯	

⑰	 ⑱	 ⑲	
⑳	 ㉑	

㉒	

①　Current username	 ⑫　SSN / ITTN

②　password	 ⑬　desired username	

③　Name of affiliate	 ⑭　password

④　SSN / ITTN (if applicable)	 ⑮　alternaPve username	

⑤　Address	 ⑯　address

⑥　City	 ⑰　City

⑦　State/Province	 ⑱　State/Province

⑧　Postal code	 ⑲　Postal code

⑨　Phone number with area code	 ⑳　Phone number with area code

⑩　E-mail address	 ㉑　E-mail address	

⑪　Purchaser name ㉒　Reason for transfer request	

10 Transfer form 　２／３	
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①　Signature of seller	 ⑮　Print name	

②　Date	 ⑯　Address	

③　Witness	 ⑰　Witness

④　Phone	 ⑱　Phone	

⑤　Print name	 ⑲　Print name	

⑥　Address	 ⑳　Address	

⑦　Witness	 ㉑　Signature of business sponsor	

⑧　Phone	 ㉒　Date	

⑨　Print name	 ㉓　Print name	

⑩　Address	 ㉔　Signature	

⑪　Signature of Purchaser	 ㉕　Date	

⑫　Date	

⑬　Witness	

⑭　Phone	

①	 ②	
③	 ④	

⑤	 ⑥	

⑦	 ⑧	
⑨	 ⑩	

⑪	 ⑫	
⑬	 ⑭	
⑮	 ⑯	

⑰	 ⑱	
⑲	 ⑳	

㉑	
㉒	 ㉓	

㉔ ㉕	

10 Transfer form 　３／３	



１１　Foot notes	
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Question	 Answer	

How long does it take before I get answers 
from Customer Support？	

Normally it is within 24 hours, except during Belize official holidays or other 
unforeseen circumstances.	

How long does it take for my BTC to reach my 
account when I make a deposit？	

Minimum 10 min., average 2 hours. It might take up to 3 days depending on 
blockchain traffic and Belize holidays. If you don’t have it after 3 days, please 
contact Customer support.	

Tell me about the picture ID policy	

TCC has a very strict policy concerning ID compliance. When you upload your 
picture you need to be holding your ID close to your face. Otherwise it will be 
rejected. Multiple accounts and fake ID’s are punished by account closure, your 
funds will be lost and you will be banned for life	

How long does it take for me to receive BTC 
when I request a withdrawal?	

Normally it is within 24 hours, except during Belize official holidays or other 
unforeseen circumstances.	
	

Is it a depreciation type of investment or is the 
principal guaranteed?	

The principal is not guaranteed nor is it depreciated. You will receive your 
trading profits and commissions earned.	

When I introduce new people, how does it work 
for positioning for left or righ positioning?	

For detailed explanation, please refer to page 71	

70	

FAQ	
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PosiPoning Guidelines	

When you introduce new people, you need to posiPon them leZ or right. 
The ideal situaPon is to grow both legs evenly.

InstrucPons	

①　Click on ＭＹ ＮＥＴＷＯＲＫ 

DescripEon 


①　Click on ＭＹ ＮＥＴＷＯＲＫ

②　Select LeZ or Right	

①

②

　　ＭＹ ＮＥＴＷＯＲＫをクリック ②　Click on either one 

IMPORTANT	

When you introduce more than 3 
people they will be posiPon them on 
the outer legs.
Example for 5th person’s posiPon

自	

１	 ２	

３	 ４	

５	

自	

１	 ２	

３	 ４	

５	

×	



The sponsor will receive and E-mail from TCC, showing which package was 
purchased by the new affiliate.	

Sample E-mail	

72	

This is how the E-mails from TCC look like for each new sign up in your team	


